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RP called and advised he had left his home earlier because his
roommate’s boyfriend (S1) was “going crazy.” RP stated S1 pulled 3
kitchen knives from a drawer and came after him, pushing him in
the chest, while threatening him with the knives. The RP then left
the home and called law enforcement a short time later. Units
arrived on scene and established a perimeter. Px contact was made
with V2 (S1’s girlfriend) who stated he would not let her come
outside and speak to LE. Multiple requests were made for her to
exit the home and she continued to advise S1 would not allow her
to. S1 then took the female’s phone and advised LE he would not
come out, and that V2 would not be coming out. V2 finally was
able to exit the home, and a short time later S1 exited the rear of
the residence and was met by Deputies and taken into custody. S1
was transported to FCIF and charged with Agg. Assault w/ a deadly
weapon, Battery, and False Imprisonment-DV. Report by DS Jenkins
50 YOA male found deceased by his wife. No known medical
history and no primary care physician. Report by DS Seeley
Dep. Conway received information that S1 was in Bunnell, which
was a violation of his in Home Detention he was placed on Tuesday
night (09/24/19) for violating his curfew (VOP). When Dep Conway
saw him, S1 fled ignoring commands to stop. Sgt. Dopp was out in
front of him and took him into custody. S1 was charged with VOP
and resisting w/out and transported to DJJ after being processed.
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